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After a long time, Thorin was the first person to react.

"Mister Wolf, your team managed to kill Poisonwielder? H-how did all of you do that?!" Thorin asked in disbelief.

It was something he could still not believe. Poisonwielder ran amok in the western region for so long, yet, he died to a few men

from the southern region!

However, the truth was in front of him. He had no choice but to believe it!

"Mister Orpwood, the Poisonwielder was tracked and killed by Mister Wolf. The rest of us didn't do anything at all," Scott said

with an awkward smile on his face.

Leon had single-handedly killed Poisonwielder just now. The rest of them did not contribute a single thing!

"What?"

Thorin, Fletcher, and the others were completely stunned!

Thorin in particular never saw Leon's skills before, and knew nothing of Leon!

However, with Leon's young age, there was no way he would be that skilled!

He could not understand how Leon could face and kill someone who was at the Almighty State!

It was just unbelievable!

If he did not hear it for himself, he would not have believed it to be true!

As for Fletcher, Randall, and the others, they saw Leon using an Almighty State treasure to defeat Poisonwielder before!

All of them secretly guessed that Leon probably used the treasure to kill Poisonwielder!

They could not think about any other possibility!

Of course, treasures were all limited in use. They would normally never be able to be used more than three times!

Leon must have still needed to perform very impressively to be able to use it to kill an Almighty State opponent!

Right as the Dragon Corps were in shock, Elder Tidderton suddenly walked in front of Leon and knelt.

Other than him, the other elders did the same. They walked to Leon and knelt in front of him!

"Elder Tidderton, what are you doing? Get up!"

Leon was shocked at the sight.

After that, he reached out to help Elder Tidderton up, but the man was still in the Semi Almighty State and was much stronger

than LEon.

He failed to do anything!

"Mister Wolf, thank you for killing Poisonwielder and getting revenge for our fallen! What you did is something well never be able

to repay you for!"

Elder Tidderton's eyes were completely reddened.

Before that, Poisonwielder snuck into their household and killed many of their family and guards!

All of those killed were related to them!

With Leon killing Poisonwielder, was revenge for their sake, and they were very grateful!

"Elder Tidderton, those who do evil will always get what they deserve! I'm just a member of the Dragon Corps. It's my

responsibility to punish evil. You don't have to make such a big deal of it! It's okay, just get up!" Leon said seriously, helping all of

them up.

Then, he seemed to think about something as he handed the motherwort to Elder Tidderton.

"Elder Tidderton, Poisonwielder is already dead. We found the motherwort he took from the Tiddertons. This belongs to you."
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